HOMOLOGY THEORIES FOR MULTIPLICATIVE SYSTEMS
BY

SAMUEL EILENBERG AND SAUNDERS MacLANE(')
1. Introduction. The homology and cohomology groups [l](2) of a group
Il are usually defined as the homology and cohomology groups of a certain
abstract cell complex A "(IT). The g-dimensional
cells (g^l)
of yl°(II) are all
ç-tuples [xu • • • , xq] of elements x, of II, and the boundary of such a cell is

defined as
d[xi, • • • , xq] = [x2, • • • , *,]
5-1

(1.1)

+ £ (—I)'!*!!
<=i

+ (-l)5[x!,

- - ' - XiXi+1, ■ ■ ■ , xq]

• • • , xt-i],

q>

1,

with d[x]=0.
It is convenient
to augment
^4°(II) by regarding
the commutator quotient group 11/ [II, II] as the group of O-dimensional chains, with

d[x]=x[n,

TI].

The complex ^4°(I1) occurs in a topological problem in which IT plays the
role of the fundamental
group of a space. An analogous problem in which the
fundamental
group is replaced by a higher homotopy group has led us to believe that there exists for abelian groups a specific homology theory distinct
from the one described above for all groups. This in turn suggests the thesis
that the class of algebraic systems defined by any set of identities has its
appropriate
homology theory. The objective of this paper is a study of this
thesis for the case of systems with a single operation of multiplication.
The proof that dd = 0 in the complex ^4°(II) uses only the associative law
in II, as for instance in dd[x, y, z] = [(xy)z] — [x(yz)]. For any associative
multiplicative
system M one may thus define a complex A°(M) by the same
formulas, and refer to 4° as a "construction"
on such systems M. A deeper
property of the construction
A0 is the fact that all "formal" cycles are
"formal" boundaries.
These concepts are explained in more detail later in this
introduction;
for the moment a formal cycle may be regarded as a chain z
written with indeterminates
as entries and such that dz = 0 holds in virtue
of the boundary formula (1.1) and the associative
law alone.
It is important
to notice that this property of A0 is lost as soon as the
commutative
law is assumed for the system M. Indeed, the formal 2-dimenReceived by the editors, January 9, 1951.
0) Essential portions of the results of this paper were obtained during the tenure of a John
Simon Guggenheim Fellowship by one of the authors.
(2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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sional chain
Z = [x, y\ has boundary dZ= [yx] — [xy], and
commutative
law is present, but it
struction A ° which was appropriate
longer so for the class of associative
lish the property that formal cycles
adjoining to the construction
A0 a

[y, x\

therefore is a formal cycle as soon as the
is not a formal boundary. Thus the confor the class of associative systems is no
and commutative
systems. To reestabare formal boundaries one may begin by
new 3-dimensional
cell [x\y] with

d[x\ y] = [x, y] -

[y, x].

Note that this ¿Aree-dimensional cell has only two entries, which are separated by a bar to distinguish the cell from the 2-dimensional cell [x,y] already
present in A0.
One can now prove that in dimension 2 all formal cycles are formal
boundaries.
However, in dimension 3 we find the following formal cycles

Zi = - [*| y] - b\ x],
Z2=

[x\ z] -

[x\ yz] + [x\y]+

[x, y, z] -

[y, x, z] + [y, z, x],

Z3=

[y\z\—

[xy | z] + [x | z] — [x, y, z] + [x, z, y] — [z, x, y],

which are not formal boundaries, but which we convert
by adjoining three new types of 4-dimensional
cells:

[x||y]

into formal boundaries

with

d[a;||y] = Zi,

[x I y, z] with

d [x | y, z] = Z2,

[x, y | 2]

d [x, y \ z] = Z3.

with

These additions restore the desired property in dimension 3, and the process
here started may be continued in the fashion described in [3, II] to yield a
construction A for associative and commutative
systems satisfying the condition that all formal cycles are formal boundaries in every dimension.
The constructions
A0 and A are two instances of a general notion of a construction
K on a class "M of multiplicative
systems. Such a construction
assigns to each system AfÇifaf a cell complex KiM). In each dimension the
cells of KiM) fall into several types. The cells of each type are built by arranging arbitrary elements of M in an array of specified form, with a boundary
formula written with indeterminates.
Such a construction
is called formally
acyclic if every formal cycle is a formal boundary.
The main theorem asserts that formally acyclic constructions
exist and that any two such constructions on the same class of system UïCyield isomorphic homology theories.
The requirement
of formal acyclicity is in effect a prescription
for the
way in which a construction
can be built up one dimension at a time. Given
the cells on dimension q and below, each type of (ç+l)-cell
must have a
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boundary which is a formal cycle, and the requirement
states that there must
be enough such types of (<z+l)-cells to convert all formal g-cycles into
boundaries. In this sense the construction
must be "maximal." This method
will be used to prove the existence of formally acyclic constructions.
The notion of "formal" cycle in a construction
K must be made more
precise. For the case of groups, we interpret formal cycles as certain cycles of
the complex K(F) formed for a free group F= Fa, or for a free abelian group
F=FqaHere two distinct points of view are possible. On the one hand,
one may consider every cycle in K(F) as a formal cycle. Then the condition
that formal cycles bound may be recorded as

(1.2)

Hq(K(F))=0,

q>\;

we then say that the construction
K is freely acyclic.
On the other hand, one may wish to have a much narrower definition of
a formal cycle. Observe that in the boundary formula (1.1) for A0 each letter
Xi appears at most once in any cell on the right, and that the same property
holds for the boundary formulas used above for the enlarged construction
A.
To formalize this property, call a cell of K(F) generic if its entries are products of generators of F, with each generator appearing at most once in the
cell. Then require that the generic cells form a subcomplex K(F, *) of K(F).
We now interpret formal cycles as cycles of this subcomplex K(F, *). Thus the
condition that formal cycles bound may be recorded as

(1.3)

Hq(K(F, *)) = 0,

g>!.

We then say that the construction
K is generically acyclic.
The construction
A" for all groups is both freely and generically acyclic,
the free acyclicity being merely a restatement
of the known fact that the
higher homology groups of a free group are trivial. Hence, in this case both
concepts of a formal cycle yield the same homology theory for groups. This is
no longer the case for abelian groups. The construction A outlined above will
be proved in a subsequent paper to be generically acyclic. However, A is not
freely acyclic, since the 3-dimensional cycle [x|x], where x is a generator of
the free abelian group F, does not bound. Thus in the case of abelian groups
we have two distinct intrinsic homology theories, one based on free and the
other upon generic acyclicity.
For abelian groups there are a large number of apparently
quite different
constructions
which are generically acyclic. One such is a cubical construction
Q(Tl) which is generically acyclic (§12) only modulo a suitable normalization
subcomplex. The main theorem for the comparison of two generically acyclic
constructions
also holds (§9) when the generic acyclicity is given modulo an
appropriate
type of normalization.
Hence the construction
Q and the construction A partially described above have isomorphic homology theories,
and the identification
of these theories without explicit construction
of the
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comparison is an illustration
of the force of the main theorem. Exactly this
comparison
was requisite
[3] for the topological problem mentioned
above,
and it was the starting point of the present investigation.
2. Free multiplicative
systems. We consider multiplicative systems M
which have a binary operation
mim2ÇzM, defined for all pairs m\, m2(E.M,
and a unit element 1, such that lm —m = ml for all m^M.
The same symbol
1 will be used to denote the unit element in various systems M. If M and N
are such systems and a is a function defined on M and with values in N,
then a is called a homomorphism (notation, a'.M-+N)
provided
a(l)

The category

= 1,

a(jwiw2)

[2] of all these multiplicative

= a(f»i)a(w2),

systems

i»i, m2 £ M.

and homomorphisms

will

be denoted by M.
For our purposes, a free system F is a multiplicative
system F together
with a fixed sequence of elements gi, g2, ■ ■ • in F, with gi^l,
such that for
any sequence ai( a2, ■ ■ ■of elements of F there exists one and only one homomorphism a:F—>F with a(g¿)=a¿,
i=l,
2, ■ ■ ■ . A multiplicative
system M
is said to belong to F if, for any sequence mi, m2, • • • of elements of M, there
is one and only one homomorphism
ß'.F—^M with ßigi) =mi for all i. We denote by *MiF) the category of all multiplicative
systems belonging to F,
together with all homomorphisms
a : M^>N of one such system into another.

By definition, FG^iF).

One may also show that if a : M-*N, where M and N

belong to F, then the image aiM) and the kernel or1 il) of a belong to F,
but we shall not use these facts. If two free systems F and F' have 5W(F)
= MiF'), then Fand F' are isomorphic.
The ordinary
free group Fa with a denumerable
set of generators
gi, g2, ■ • • is a free system in this sense, and any group belongs to FG. If M
is any multiplicative
system which belongs to Fa, then M is associative,
and for each element x in M the unique homomorphism
a'.Fa^M
with
aigi)=x>
and aigi) = l, for *>1, must map gi"1 into an inverse of x in M.
Hence M is a group, and the category 5W(Fö) of all systems belonging to the
free group Fa is exactly the category "Ma of all groups. By a similar argument, the free abelian group FGa with a denumerable
set of generators
is a
free system in our sense, and determines
the category 'MÍFoa) of all abelian
groups.
The universal free system F¡ with generators gi, g2, ■ • ■ has as its elements
the "words" in these generators.
A word of length 0 is the unit element 1 ; a
word of length 1 is a generator g¿. Assume by induction that words of length
less than n («> 1) have been defined. If w and v are two such words of length
k, m respectively,
with l^k,
l^m,
k-\-m = n, the ordered pair [w, v] is a
word of length n. Having defined the words, we define the products in Fi
as follows: wv= [w, v] if w and v both have positive length; lw = w = wl. Once
this is done the pair notation
[w, v] may be abandoned
since every element
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of F of positive length can be written uniquely as a product of the generators, with suitable parentheses.
This system Fi is a free system, and every
multiplicative
system belongs to it.
One may obtain quotient systems of F¡ by introducing
a reflexive, symmetric, and transitive congruence relation w=v on the words of Fi, provided
w=v implies both uw = uv and wu=vu. By this method we obtain additional
free systems.
The free associative system Fa is obtained by the congruence relation w = Av
which holds whenever the generators
appearing
in w in order are identical
with the generators
appearing
in v in order. The system Fa satisfies the associative law, and the systems belonging to it are all associative multiplicative
systems.
The free associative and commutative system Fac is defined by the congruence relation w = AcV which holds whenever
for each i the number of
occurrences of g¿ in w is equal to the number of occurrences of gi in v. The
systems belonging to FAc are the systems satisfying the associative
and
commutative
laws.
The free commutative system Fc is defined by a congruence relation w = cv
which holds only when w and v have the same length, and which is defined
by induction on this length as follows: 1 =~cl, gi = cgi, and WiW2= cViV2,if and
only if either Wi = cVi and w2 = cv2, or Wi = cv2 and w2 = cvi- By induction,
Fc
satisfies the commutative
law. If M is any commutative
multiplicative
system, with elements mi, m2, ■ ■ ■ , there is a unique homomorphism
a:Fi-^M
with ag,-= m,-, i= 1, 2, • ■ ■ . Since M is commutative,
an easy induction shows
that w = cv implies aw = av in M. Hence a. induces a (unique) homomorphism
of Fc into M, with agi = m.¿. Therefore the systems belonging to Fc are the
commutative
systems.
We have thus the following free systems, each with its corresponding
category:

F=Fg,

the free group,

F=Fga,
the free abelian group,
F—Fi, the universal system,
F=Fa,
the associative system,
F=Fac
the associative
and commutative system
F=Fc,
the commutative
system

SWo= all groups,
'MaA = a\\ abelian groups,
5W/ = all multiplicative
systems M,
5W4=all associative M's,
cMac = sA1-associative
and commutative M's,
Mc = all commutative
M's.

More generally, one may construct from Fi the free system satisfying any
specified set of identities. An identity may be viewed as an ordered pair (wi, w2)
of words of Fi. A system M is said to satisfy the identity (wi, w2) if for every
a:Fi^>M,
we have ctwi = aw2. A relation R on Ft is a set of identities; that is,
a set of ordered pairs. A relation R is said to be closed if it is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive,
and if
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a'.Fi

-+Fr,
(2.2) (wi, w2)GR implies iuwit uw2)GR and iwxu, w2u)GR for all uG.Fr.
Every relation R determines its closure R as the intersection of all closed sets
of identities containing R. Clearly R is closed. Since the set of all identities
satisfied by a multiplicative
system M is closed, it follows that when M
satisfies all the identities of R, it satisfies all the identities of R.
For any relation R introduce as a new equality in the free system Fi the
congruence relation wi = rw2 which holds if and only if (w>i, w2)GR- The
resulting system Fr clearly satisfies all the identities of R (and hence of R).
If M is any multiplicative
system satisfying all the identities of R, and if
mi, m2, ••• is any sequence of elements of M, there is a homomorphism
a'.Fr^M
with agi = m{. The set S of all pairs (w»i, w2) of words such that
awi = aw2 is closed and contains R. Thus a induces a homomorphism
cxr'.Fr
—>M, with aRgi =m¡. Since every element of Fr is a product of the g¿'s, the
homomorphism
is unique. Hence Fr is a free system, and the multiplicative
systems belonging to it are all systems M satisfying the identities of R,

provided only that gij^l in Fr. But if gi=l

in Fr, then (gi, 1)GÄ, and it

follows readily by 2.1 and the transitivity
of R that
belongs to R. We have proved the following theorem.

every identity

iwi,w2)

Theorem 2.1. Let R be any set of identities such that its closure is not the
set of all identities. Then there exists one and, up to isomorphism, only one, free
system Fr such that the multiplicative systems belonging to Fr are exactly the
systems satisfying the identities R.
In particular,
we may consider the four standard examples of relations:
/ the empty set of relations,
C the set containing only the "commutative"
relation (gig2, g2gi),
A the set containing the "associative" relation (gi(g2g3), (gig;2)g3),

AC the set A\JC.
In the case R = C the free commutative
system Fc explicitly constructed
above is such that the multiplicative
systems belonging to it are exactly the
systems satisfying the commutative
law gig2 = g2gi, and thus Fc satisfies the
conditions of the theorem for R = C, and is in fact identical with the system
Fr constructed
by the method of Theorem 2.1. The explicit description of
Fc above is a description
of the closure of the relation C as the set of all
(w, v) with w = cv. The same remark applies in the other cases of R listed

above.
Our definition of a free system F does not imply that every element of F is
a product of generators; indeed, this is not the case for the free group Fa,
because of the presence of inverses of generators.
However, Fa, Fca, and
all the free systems Fr satisfy the following condition.
Finiteness
condition.
For each x£F there exists an integer n such that
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Bngi = gi,
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On'F—>F with

i = 1, • • • , n;

dngj =1,

j = n + 1, n + 2, • ■ ■ .

Subsequently
we assume that all free systems considered
finiteness condition. From it we deduce the following lemma.

satisfy

this

Lemma 2.2. If xu ■ ■ ■ , xk is a finite list of elements of the free system F,
there exists an integer n such that the projection 0n defined by (2.3) has dnXi
= Xi,

, VnXk

Xk.

Proof. By the finiteness condition choose such an integer n¡ for each x¡.
Then any n larger than «i, • • • , nk has the required property.
3. Generic endomorphisms.
In the universal free system Fi with generators gi, g2, • • • a word w is called generic if no generator is repeated in the
representation
of to as a product of the g's. If F is any free system relative to
the sequence g{, g2 , ■ ■ • , there is a unique homomorphism
p : Fi—>F with
pgi=gi . We say that an element x of F is represented
by the word w of
Fi if pw = x. Note that not every element of F need have a representation.

Lemma 3.1. // two generic words Wi and w%of F¡ represent the same element
x of the free system F, then wx and w2 involve the same generators.
Proof. Suppose

to the contrary

that g, is a generator

in Wi but not in w2. Choose ß:F-^>F, so that ß(gi)=gi,

of Fi which appears

ß(g/) = l for jr6*.

Then ßp:Fi—>F. Since g¡ occurs only once in Wi we have ßp(wi) =g{. Since gi
does not occur in w2, we have ßp(w2) = l. Thus gi =1, contrary to the first
condition in the definition of a free system.
An element x in the free system F is generic if it can be represented
by a
generic word. In view of Lemma 3.1 we can speak of the generators involved
in the generic element x£F. The generic elements Xi, • • • , x„, • • ■ of F are
mutually disjoint if no two of them involve the same generator. The element 1
is disjoint with any generic element.
An endomorphism
a'.F^F
is called generic if a carries disjoint generic
elements into disjoint generic elements. A composite of generic endomorphisms is again generic. It is also easy to see that an endomorphism
aF—*F
is generic if and only if the images a(gi) of all the generators are generic and
mutually disjoint.
Let d>* denote the set of all generic endomorphisms
of F. A set $>of endomorphisms
of F is termed admissible if <£ is closed under composition
and
contains 3>*. A sequence xu ■ • • , xn of elements of F is called a ^-sequence
if the unique endomorphism
a:F-^F
with a(g,)=x,- for t=l,
• • • , n, and
a(gj) = \ for j>n, is in i>. In particular (n = i) the element x is a ^-element

of F if a with a(gi) =x, a(g¡) = 1, for j> 1, is in i>.
The set $>* of generic endomorphisms
of F is admissible; the "i>*-elements
are the generic elements of F, and the $*-sequences
Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn of F are
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exactly the sequences of disjoint generic elements of F. The set &° of all
endomorphisms
is also admissible, and any sequence of elements of F is a
<£0-sequence. In order to state simultaneously
theorems about free acyclicity
and generic acyclicity in the sense described in the introduction,
we shall
state below theorems relative to any admissible set <E>
of endomorphisms,
with
the cases <i>= $° (free acyclicity) and <ï>= <ï>*(generic acyclicity) included.
For the free groups Fa and FGa one may also introduce pseudo-generic
elements as those products of generators, and their inverses, in which each
generator g appears at most once (as g or as g~l). A pseudo-generic
endomorphism a is then an endomorphism
carrying the generators
into disjoint
pseudo-generic
elements, and the set $# of pseudo-generic
endomorphisms
is

admissible.
Lemma 3.2. If i> is any admissible set of endomorphisms of the free system
F, and £=(xi, ■••,*„)
any ^-sequence of elements of F, then
(i) any permutation of £ is a ^-sequence,
(ii) any subsequence of £ is a ^-sequence,
(iii) the sequence (xi x2, x3, • • • , x„) is a ^-sequence.
Proof. Conclusion (i) is immediate, since any permutation
of gi, • • • , g»
can be achieved by a generic endomorphism
a, where «G$; and (ii) is established in similar fashion. To obtain (iii), observe that the endomorphism
ß:F—>F with j3(gi) =gig2, ßigi) =g.+i for i>l is a generic endomorphism
and
hence in $. Thus, if the unique endomorphism
a with a(g¿) =x¿, i=l,
• • • , n,
and a(gy) = l, j>n, lies in «3?,the composite ßa is in $>, and ißa)gi = xix2,
ißa) igt) = x,_i, for i = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, so that (xix2, x3, • • • , x„) is a ^-sequence

by definition.
To each multiplicative
system M we assign an abelian group HiM), as
follows. Let CiM) be the free abelian group with generators
{x}, one for
each xGM, and BiM) the subgroup of CiM) spanned by all elements

{y}-{xy}

+ {x}, for x, y<=M. Then define HiM) as CiM)/BiM).

definition
insures that the mapping
= {x} -\-BiM) is a homomorphism

pM-M^>HiM)

defined

by

This
puiix)

PM'.M-^HiM).
It is easy to see that any homomorphism
y'.M—^G of M into an abelian
group G admits a unique factorization
y=ßpM, where ß'.HiM)—+G; this
property characterizes HiM) and pm up to an isomorphism. If M is a group,
HiM) is therefore the factor commutator
group M/[M,
M], and pm is the
mapping putim) = m [M, M].
Each homomorphism
a'.M—^N induces a homomorphism
Hict):HiM)
—>HiN) with pN<x=Hia)pM and Hiaa') =Hia) Hia'), whenever aa' is defined.
Let i> be an admissible set of endomorphisms
of a free system F, and
denote by H(F, <£) the subgroup of iz"(F) spanned by the elements ppx for x a
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$>) will be called the «Ê-elements of

H(F). If a<E<î>,then H(a) maps H(F, $) into H(F, $>); thus H(a) defines
operators of the system 4> on the abelian group H(F, <$).
4. Complexes. A sequence of abelian groups and homomorphisms
dq
• • • <- C5._l <-

(2 = 0, ±1,

âa+i
Cq <-Cq+l

<

±2, • • • ) such that each composition

- *■

dqdq+i'. Cî+i—>Cs_i is the

zero homomorphism
is called a chain complex. If K denotes the chain complex,
we shall write Cq(K) for Cq. The dimension index q in the boundary operator

dq will usually be omitted.
A map FlK^L

of a chain complex

K into a chain

complex

L is a se-

quence of homomorphisms fq:Cq(K)—*Cq(L) such that dqfq=fq-idq. A homotopy

D: fo^f1

of two maps/0,

fl:K—>L is a sequence

of homomorphisms

Dq:Cq(K)-^>Cq+i(L)
such that dq+iDq+Dq-idq=fq—f%.
We shall often speak
of maps or homotopies defined only in dimensions q^n.
A chain complex K is called an (abstract) cell complex, provided that
Cq(K) =0 for q <0, and provided that in each group Cq(K) a set [a"} is given,
which freely generates the group Cq(K). The generators aq are called g-cells

of K.
A cell complex is also a chain complex, and the concepts of "map" and
"homotopy" are defined as before.
One has to be cautious about the concept of "subcomplex." A chain complex L is said to be a subcomplex of the chain complex K if each Cq(L) is a
subgroup of Cq(K) and dq in L agrees with dq in K. If K and L are cell complexes we require further that each cell of L also be a cell of K. It is understood that the "empty" subcomplex consists of the zero subgroup in each
dimension.
The usual definition of the homology and cohomology groups (over an
abelian coefficient group G) of a chain complex K modulo a subcomplex L will
not be repeated here. We shall deal chiefly with homology groups with

integer coefficients. These will be denoted by Hq(K, L) or by Hq(K) if ¿ = 0.
A map f'.K—>L induces

f*:H"(L;

homomorphisms/*:^^;

G)—*Hq(L; G) and

G)^>H"(K; G) of the homology and cohomology groups. If/0 and

Z1 are homotopic, then/*=/i
and/0*^1*.
5. Constructions.
Throughout
this section, F is a fixed free multiplicative system and «3?a fixed admissible set of endomorphisms
of F. A ^-construction K on Vrt(F) is a function which assigns to each system M in 'M(F) an
abstract cell complex K(M) satisfying the following conditions:
(5.0) K(M) has no cells of dimension less than 1.
(5.1) The g-cells of K(M) fall into types. The division into types is inde-

pendent of M.
(5.2) To each type t of g-cells there corresponds

an integer

r = r(/)^0
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called the number of entries for the type in question. The g-cells a of type t
in any KiM) are the r-tuples [xi, ■ • • , xr]( ,where Xi, • • • , x,G.M.

(5.3) If a:Mi-+M2, then the definition Kia) [xi, • • • , xr]t= [axi, • • • ,
axr]i yields a map Kia):KiMi)-+KiM2)
; that is, Ki<x)d =dKi<x).
(5.4) The $-cells of KiF) ; that is, all the cells [xi, • • • , xr], of KiF) with
Xi, • • • , xr a «^-sequence, constitute a subcomplex KiF, <&)(ZKiF).
The "type" of a cell will normally be indicated by some method other
than the affixing of a subscript t, as illustrated
by the case of the cells [x, y, z]
and [x|y] discussed in the introduction.
It follows from (5.2) that if for some type / we have r(/) =0, that is, if
the number of entries for this type is zero, then there is only one cell [ ]( of
type t, and this cell is common to all the complexes KiM) and the com-

plex KiF, #).
Condition (5.3) implies that if 5 is a subsystem of M and k:S—>M is the
inclusion map, then Kin) maps KiS) isomorphically
onto a subcomplex of
KiM), and therefore we may regard KiS) as a subcomplex of KiM).
Condition (5.3) states in effect that the boundary of a cell of any type t is
given by one "formula" valid for all M. Indeed, consider the "typical" cell

T= [gi> • " ' >S.Atof type / in KiF) and its boundary
or = am

+

• • • + asrs,

where the a¡ are nonzero integers and the r,- distinct cells of dimension one
lower than t. The admissible projection Qr:F—>F with 9rgi = gi, i=l,
• • • , r,
and drgj=l otherwise has Kidr)r=T, and hence by (5.4), Kidr)dr=dT. Then
if t' =KiOr)Ti, one has
dr = aiTi +

■ • • + a,r„

with Kid/fr' =t[ for each i. If therefore in the system F every element is a
product of generators, it follows that each entry of each r/ is a product of
certain of the generators gi, • • • , gr, with possible repetitions.
If we replace
the generators
gi, • • • , gr by indeterminates
Xi, • • • , xr, we obtain
a
boundary "formula," which by (5.3) is valid for all cells of type t. A similar
result applies when elements of F can be written as products of generators
and their inverses.
The most important
case considered later is that when $ = $* is the set of
all generic endomorphisms.
We then speak of a generic construction, and call
the cells and chains of KiF, $*) =KiF, *) generic cells and chains. In terms
of the boundary formula explained above, condition (5.4) means that in the
formula for 3[xi, • • • , xr]t no indeterminate
x,- is repeated in any one term
of the boundary.
A similar remark applies to pseudo-generic
constructions.
An augmented ^-construction
K is a «^-construction K together with a set
of homomorphisms
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d'M:Ci(K(M)) -» H(M),
where H(M)

is the group defined at the end of §3, subject

to the conditions:

(5.5) The composite homomorphism d'Md:C2(K(M))^>H(M) is zero.
(5.6) If a:Mi-^M2, then d'M,K(a) =H(a)d'Ml.
(5.7) d'Fcarries Ci(K(F, $)) into the subgroup H(F, *) of H(F)._
In virtue of (5.5), K(M) may be enlarged to a chain complex K(M) by
adjoining H(M) as the group of 0-chains. By (5.7), the analogous adjunction

of H(F, $) to K(F, $) yields the 4>-subcomplex K(F, <i>)of K(F). Because of
(5.6) each a:Mi-»M2 yields a map K(a):K(Mi)-->K(M2).
We shall need to compare various constructions
on the same category
'M(F). A map f:K—>L of one such construction
onto another is a family of

maps/Af:.fi:(M)—kL(M) defined for each ME'M(F) and such that:
(5.8) For each «:Mi—>M2 one has fM2K(a) =L(a)fMv
(5.9) The map/F carries K(F, $) onto L(F, 3>).
A homotopy D '.f^f1

of two maps /", f1 : K-+L

is a family

of homotopies

DM'-fii—rfitsuch that:
(5.10) For each a:Mi—>M2 one has DMíK(a) =L(oí)Dmv
(5.11) The homotopy DF carries K(F, $) into L(F, 3>).
For maps /: K—+L of augmented constructions
we further

(5.12)

require

that

d'Mc= d'MfMc,for each c<EGi(K(M)).

This condition means that f m may be extended to a map fu of ~R(M) into
L(M) by choosing fM as the identity in dimension 0. Similarly, any homo-

topy D:/0^/1

of two ma.ps f°,f1:K—*L extends to a homotopy D'.fu^M»

setting Dm = 0 in dimension
6. Acyclic constructions.

0.
An augmented

(6.1)

"^-construction

Hq(K(F, $)) = 0,

The main comparison

theorem

K is ^-acyclic,

q = 0,l,2,---

by
if

.

is as follows.

Theorem
6.1. Let K and L be two augmented ^-constructions on the same
category "M.(F), with L ^-acyclic. Then there exists a map f:K^>L, and any two
such maps are homotopic. If (6.1) holds only for q'è.n, then f may be defined in
dimensions not greater than « + 1, and the homotopy between two such maps
exists in dimensions not greater than n.
The proof depends upon defining/ and the homotopy D first for typical
cells. For each type t of cell of K with r = r(t) entries, the cell r = [gi, • • • , gr]t
formed with the first r generators of F is the typical cell of type <. If <r
= [xi, ■ • • , xr]t£.K(M)
is another cell of type t, then a may be written as

(6.2)

where a:F—»Mis

a = K(a)r,

the unique homomorphism

with a(g¿) =x¿ for t'=l,

•• •,r
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and a(g¡) = l, for i>r. The representation
(6.2) will be called the canonical
representation of a. If ß: M—?Mi, then it is easy to see that

Kiß)<j = Kißa)r
is the canonical representation
the canonical representation

with drigi)=gi,

of the cell Kiß)a of KiMi). The cell r itself has
T = Kidr)r, where 0r is the projection
dr:F—>F

* = 1, • • • , r, and 0r(g¿) = l, j>r.

The definition of KiF, 5>)

indicates that the cell <rof KiF) lies in KiF, $) if and only if the map a of its
canonical representation
(6.2) lies in <£. In particular,
the typical cell r is in
KiF, $), and any endomorphism
ß of <i>maps KiF, <ï>)into itself.
To define the map f:K—+L in dimension
1, let t— [gi, • • • , gr]t be the

typical cell of K of type t in dimension 1. Then d'FrGHiF,
by condition

(5.7). Hence by the hypothesis

*) = C0(X(F, $))

(6.1) for g = 0, d'Fr is a boundary

in Z,(F, $), so has the form d'FT= d'Fcir), for some c(r)ECi(Z(F,
any 1-cell <rof KiM)

with the canonical

representation

<r= i£(a)r

<ï>)).For
of (6.2) we

define

(6.3)

fa* = Lia)cir).

Then d'Mo= d'MfM<r,
as required by (5.12), for by (5.6)
ôiif/iifo-= dMLia)cÍT) = ¿7(a)óVc(T) = H(a)óVr

= OmKÍojt — Ômct.
If ß'.M^Mi,

then Kißa)r

fMiKiß>

is the canonical

representation

of Kiß)a,

and

= fM,Kißa)T = Lißa)cir)

= Liß)Lia)ciT) = ¿OS)/**.
Finally, if cr= if(a)T is a 1-cell of JC(F, $), then aG<i>, c(t)GL(F,
the definition

of/

gives fF<rGLiF,

$>). The map/

thus satisfies

$), hence

the requisite

conditions (5.8), (5.9), and (5.12) in dimension 1.
Now proceed by induction, and suppose that a map/:K—>L has been defined in all dimensions q<m, for some m>i.
Let r= [gi, • • • , gr]t be the
typical cell of K of type I in dimension w. Then óY is an m — 1 chain of

KiF, $>) so that/par is defined. Furthermore dfFdr=fFddT = 0, so that/far
GZm-iiLiF, $)). By hypothesis (6.1) for q = m —1 it follows that there is an
w-chain cir) in CmiLiF, <f>))such that
dc(r) = /póV.
For any cell a of i£(Af) with the canonical
we now define

(6.4)

V

representation

a = Kia)r

of (6.2)

= Lia)cir),

and as above we verify that / satisfies the conditions

(5.8) and (5.9) for a
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map in dimension m.
Now let/0, f:K—>L be two maps, and assume that a homotopy D:/0^/1
is already defined for all cells of dimension less than m, for some m>0.
In case m = 1, choose any typical 1-cell r of KiF, 4>) as above. The chain

2=/1t-/°tGCi(L(F,

*)) is a cycle of Z(F, #), since by (5.12)
0V2 = óV/'r — óV/°r = dFT — dFT = 0.

In case m>l,

again choose a typical

z = fT-

cell r of K and consider

the chain

fr - Ddr G CmiUF, $)).

Then
dz = dfr - d/°T - dDdr

= Ô/V - a/°r - ifdr - fdr - Dddr) = 0.
Thus z is again a cycle of L(F, 4>).
In both cases w = l and m>l
there is then by hypothesis
(6.1) with
q = m a chain ¿(T)£Cm+i(I(F,
3?)) such that dd(r) =z. For any w-cell with
canonical representation
a = Kia)r define

(6.5)

Da = Lia)dir).

Then it follows as before that

dDa + Dde = fa - f°<r
and, for ß:M—*Mi, that
DKiß)<r = Liß)D<r,
while, as previously, D carries KiF,
construction
of the desired homotopy.

$) into L(F,

i>). This completes

the

Theorem 6.2. For any free multiplicative system F and any admissible set $
of endomorphisms of F there exists a ^-acyclic augmented construction K on the
category 5W(F), and any two such constructions K and L are chain equivalent,
in the sense that there exist mapsf: K^L and g : L-^K and homotopies D '.gfc^I,
E :fgc^I, where I is the appropriate identity map. In particular, f and g induce
isomorphisms between the homology and cohomology groups of KiM) and L(ilf)
for each M in MiF). The same applies to the groups of KiM) and LiM).
In virtue of this theorem, given a category 5W(F) and an admissible class
$ of endomorphisms,
we may speak of the <£-acyclic homology and cohomology groups of each system MG'MiF),
without explicit reference to any particular construction.
For instance, the integral homology groups HqiM) are
the groups obtained from the complex KiM), for any augmented ^-acyclic
construction
K on the category S'ïff(F). To determine HqiM) one may also
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use any augmented «^-construction
K, «^-acyclic in the sense of (6.1) in dimensions not greater than q; indeed, the existence proof shows that K may
be made acyclic in all dimensions by adding cells of dimensions greater than
g-f-1. Furthermore,
if a:Mi—>M2 is any homomorphism
between two sys-

tems Mi, M2E5W(F), the induced homomorphism

a*:Hq(Mi)—yIIq(M2) may

be used without reference to its explicit definition as the homomorphism
induced by the map K(a) :K(Mi)^>K(M2)
obtained from a particular construction; for the theorem, together with the property
(5.8) of the mapping/,
shows that this induced homomorphism
is independent
of the choice of the
^-acyclic construction.
Proof. Only the existence remains to be established. We use the following
consequence of the finiteness condition of §2.

Lemma 6.3. For every augmented ^-construction
K and every chain c of
K(F) there is an integer k such that the projection dk'.F—*F with dgi = gi, i=i,

■ ■ ■, k, and dgj = 1, for j> k, satisfies K(Ok)c= c.
Suppose first that c is of dimension 0. Then by the definition of the group
H(F) of zero chains of K there is a set of elements xi, • • • , xp of F such that
c is a linear combination
of the elements pF(xi)Ç.H(F).
By Lemma 2.2 there
exists an integer k such that the corresponding 8 satisfies 6xj = x,-,j=i,
■ ■ ■ , p.
Therefore K(6)pF(xî) =H(0)pf(xí) =pf(0xí) =pf(xí), so that K(6)c = c, as asserted.
Next suppose that c has dimension greater than 0. Let Xi, • • • , xp be a
list of all the entries in all the cells of c. Then as before there is a projection

0 with 0Xj= Xj, for j = l, • • • , p, and hence K(d)c = c.
Existence

proof. Suppose

by induction

on n that

there exists an aug-

mented «^-construction
Z(n) with Hq(K(n)(F, $))=0,
for 0¿q<n.
In case
n = 0, we may choose A''0' to be the void construction
with the obvious augmentation
to start the induction. A set Z(ZZn(K^(F,
<!?)) will be called a
pseudo-genera ting set if the homology classes of the cycles K^(a)Z,
where s
ranges over Z and a ranges over i», generate the group HH(K(-n)(F, <£)). For
each z£Z we choose an integer k by Lemma 6.3, so that the corresponding
projection 9k has K<-n)(Qk)z= z. We introduce a new cell «r= [xi, • • • , xk]z of
dimension w + 1, type z, and k entries, with boundary
ÓV = d[xi, • • • , Xk]z = K<-n)(a)z,

where a = K^n+l)(a) [gi, • • • , g*]2 is the canonical representation
of a. The
resulting K("+1> is manifestly an augmented
"^-construction.
The canonical
representation
of the cell cr = [gi, • • • , gk]z has a = 6k, hence da = K^n)(dk)z = z.
Thus K(n+1) satisfies condition
(6.1) for t?= 0, • • • , n. This completes the

proof of Theorem 6.2.
This argument

also shows that any augmented

^-construction

K<-°'>
may
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new types of cells) to a construction
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K which is «3?-

acyclic.
For each «^-construction K and each aG$ the map Kia) carries KiF, i>)
into KiF, $) and satisfies Kiaa') = Kia)Kia').
Thus, through Kia), <ï>operates on the groups of chains, cycles, and homology groups of the complex

KiF, <i>).Similarly, the endomorphisms Hia) of HiF, 4>)defined in §3 yield
operators of $ on HiF, <!>).We therefore may speak of operator homomorphisms and operator isomorphisms
between these various groups.

Theorem

6.4. A ^-construction

K can be augmented

to a ^-acyclic

con-

struction K if and only if
(6.6)

HiiKiF,

(6.7)

Bq(K(F, *)) = 0,

Proof.

Suppose

4>)) is operator isomorphic to HiF, $),

first that

d'F:CiiKiF, $))-+H(F,

?=2,3,

K is so augmentable.

The

•••.

homomorphism

*) is onto HiF, *) because H0(K(.F, *)) =0, and has

as kernel the group BiiKiF, <$)) of one-dimensional
boundaries of KiF, $)
because H^KiF,
<i>))=0. Thus d'F induces an operator isomorphism,
as required in (6.6), and the conditions cited are thus necessary.
Conversely, assume (6.6) and (6.7). By (6.6) we may choose an operator
homomorphism
\:&iKiF,
$))-*iï(F,
$) onto HiF,
$) with kernel
BiiK (F, <£)). Let <r be any 1-cell of KiM) with the canonical representation
a = Kia)r, r typical. Define the augmentation
mapping d'M as

(6.8)

dur = Hia)\T G HiM).

Then d'Msatisfies the conditions
and since X is an operator

(5.6). If cr is a cell of KiF, <3?),then «£<!>,

homomorphism,

d f'c = Hia)\r

=\Kia)r

= X<r.Thus

dF' is identical with X for the subgroup Ci(ÜT(F, $)) of Ci(ÜT(F)), and condition
(5.7) holds.

If p is any 2-cell of KiM),

with the canonical

representation

Kiy)n, for r¡ a typical 2-cell in KiF, $), then dp —Kiy)dr), so that by the
naturality

condition

(5.6), one has

d'udp = díiK(y)dr, = Kiy)d'Fdr, = K(y)\dr, = 0,
by the assumption
as to the kernel of X. Therefore d'll[d=Q, as in (5.5), and
d'a provides an augmentation
K of K. Since d'F is identical with X on

CiiKiF,

$))

and

thus

has kernel B^KiF,

#))

and image_ HiF,

*)

= C0(¿C(F, <£>)),it follows at once that the homology groups of KiF, <$) are
zero in dimensions 0 and 1. With condition (6.7) this shows that K is 3>-acyclic.
In view of this theorem, it is natural to say that a «Ê-construction K is
^-acyclic if it satisfies conditions
(6.6) and (6.7). For each choice of an
operator isomorphism realizing (6.6) there is a corresponding
«f-acyclic aug-

mentation K of K.
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Theorem 6.5. Any two ^-acyclic constructions K and Lfor the same F and
«3?are chain equivalent.
Proof. Augment K and L to K and L, as in Theorem 6.4. Then K and
L are chain equivalent by Theorem 6.2, and this induces a chain equivalence
of the constructions
K and L. Note that the maps/:if—*L
and g:L—>K will
depend upon the choice of an operator isomorphism
of Hi(K(F,
<!>)) to

Hi(L, (F, *)).
Remark. The use of an augmentation
has exactly the effect of imposing
initial conditions upon constructions
K, which have not otherwise been subjected to any initial conditions. It is possible to make other choices for initial
conditions.
In fact, suppose that we have any covariant functor [2] T
on 'M(F) to the category of abelian groups, and suppose further that in the
group T(F) we have a subgroup T(F, <I?)which is mapped into itself by the
endomorphisms
induced by the elements of «i».Then in the definition of an
augmented
construction
we may replace H(M) by T(M) and H(F, <I?) by
T(F, <3?).With this replacement,
the theorems of this section all remain
valid, except for the existence assertion of Theorem 6.2. The difficulty here
is caused only by the fact that the proof of Lemma 6.3 utilized the special
homomorphism
pf'.F-^H(F).
The existence assertion may nevertheless
be
proved if we require that T have the following property (which is essentially
a portion of the conclusion of Lemma 6.3): For each c in T(F, «!>),there is

an integer k such that the projection dk:F—>F, with 0k(gi) = g<, i=l,

■ ■ ■ , k,

and 6(gj) = 1 for j>k, satisfies T(6k)c = c. The tensor product of H(M) with
itself appears to be one of the useful examples of such a functor T.
7. Constructions
on the category UíÍa. We consider the construction
A ° on the category "Ma of associative systems as given in the first paragraph
of the introduction.
This construction
is augmented
by the homomorphisms

d'u:Co(A°(M))~+H(M)

defined by d'M[x]=pM(x) where pM:M->H(M)

is

the natural map of §3.
The agumented construction
^4° is a "^-construction for <i>= <3>0
and <!>= <!?*.
We shall show that it is <J?-acyclic for both choices of «Ï?.We may also regard
A0 as a construction
on the category 'Ma of groups. Again it is freely, generically, and pseudo-generically
acyclic.
Let Fa be the free A -system with generators gi, g2, • • • , gk, • • • ■ Then
H(Fa)=H(Fa,
$*) is the free abelian group with generators gk =MFJt(g*),

k = \, 2, • • • . Following Lyndon
-*Cq+i(20(FA)) as follows:

[4], we define an operator

E:Cq(A0(FA))

Eg' = [g]
£[1, **•••,

(q = 0),

xq] = [1, 1, x2, ■■ ■ , xq],

E[gy, x2, ■ • ■ , xq] = -

[g, y, Xi, • • • , xq] + E[y, x2, • • • , xt],
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on the length of the first entry.
We verify that the relation

(7.1)

gk. These formulas
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give E by induction

BEc + Edc = c

holds for every chain c. Thus if dc = 0, then dEc = c. Observe
is generic, then Ec also is generic. This implies

further

that if c

Hq(Ä%FA))- Hq(Ä\FA, *)) = 0,

all q,

thus showing that A0 is freely and generically acyclic.
Now let Fa be the free group with generators gi, g2, • • • , gk, ■ • ■ . Then
as before HiF a) = F a/[Fa,
Fa] is the free abelian group with generators
gi =PFaigi)- We supplement the definition of E by setting
-Etir1}". x2, ■ ■ ■ , xq] = [g, g~ly, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xq] + E[y, x2, ■ • • , xq\.

A computation
E[y,

then shows that

x2, ■ • ■ , xq] = E[g~lgy,

x2, ■ ■ ■ , xq] = E[gg~*y, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xq\,

so that E is defined without ambiguity.
One may also show that the relation (7.1) still holds; hence it follows that A0, as a construction
on the category of groups Jita, is freely, generically,
and pseudogenerically
acyclic.
The same operator E also allows one to prove that the cohomology groups
H"iFa, C) are trivial for q> 1 in case Fa operates on the coefficient group C
on the right. In order to prove the same fact in case Fa operates on C on the
left, one replaces [cf. 4] £ by a similar operator which acts on the last entry
xn instead of the first one Xi.
8. Normalizations.
In further illustrations of explicit constructions
it will
prove convenient to use constructions
which are i>-acyclic only modulo suitable subconstructions.
The objective of this section and the next is the proof
that the use of such normalizations
does not alter the content of the ^»-acyclic
homology theory. For this purpose, however, we must restrict the free systems
F considered to be either free groups or one of the free systems Fr, with R a
generic relation. Here a generic relation is a set of generic identities, where a
generic identity is a pair (wi, w2) of generic words of F/ which involve exactly
the same letters. In particular, the relations I, A, C, and AC are generic. The
force of this restriction is indicated by the following result.

Lemma 8.1. If the free system F with generators gu g2, • • • is either one of the
free groups Fa and Foa or is Fr, for R a generic relation, then HiF) is a free
abelian group with generators pFigi) while HiF, 3>) is identical with HiF) for
any admissible set <ï>of endomorphisms.
Proof. For the free groups, the result is immediate.
relation and Fj the universal free system with generators

Let R be a generic
g{, gi, • • • , while
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Fo is the free abelian group with generators hi, h2, • • • , and a'.Fi—>F0, the
homomorphism
with co(g/)=A,- for all *. Let S denote the set of all those
identities (u, v) in the closure R of the generic relation R with the property
that co(m)= co(z>).Then, by the definition of a generic relation, R(ZS, and S is
closed. Hence S = R. Since F¡¡ is defined as F¡ modulo the equivalence relation u=v for (u, n)G^, it follows that co induces a homomorphism
u':F¡¡

—>F0with o>'(gi)=hi.
Now let alFg—^G be any homomorphism
of FR into an abelian group G.
Then there exists a homomorphism
ß:Fo—>G with ß(ht) =a(gi) for all i. The
composite
homomorphism
ßc>)':Fii—>G then has ßco'(gi) =a(gi);
since every
element of Fr is a product of the generators gi, it follows that ßu'=a.
This
factorization
is unique, for if a = 7co', then a(gi) =yio'(gi) = y(hî), so that
ß =y. This unique factorization
of every cx'.Fr^G by co' = Fr^>F0 shows that
Fo is isomorphic to H(Fr) and that co' corresponds
to pfr, so that H(Fr) is
the free abelian group described above. Since it is generated by the images
co'(g<) and since the gi are «^-elements of F for any $, it follows that H(FR, <i>)

= H(FR) for all*.
Let K be a «^-construction on the category M(F). A normalization KN of
K is a family of subcomplexes KN(M)(ZK(M)
satisfying the following condition for every Mi and M2: if o~i= [xi, • ■ ■ , xr]t is a cell of KN(Mi) in which
the entries xei • ■ ■ xth (and no others) are 1, then any cell a2= \yu • ■ • , yr]t
of the same type in K(MX) and with yei= • • • =yek=i is a cell of KN(M2).
This condition states in effect that the presence of a cell in KN is determined
entirely by the pattern of its unit entries. It follows from this condition

that if j3:Mi->M2, then K(ß) carries KN(Mi) into KN(M2).
A normalization
of an augmented
construction
K is a normalization
of
the associated construction
K, subject to the additional
condition that the
augmenting
homomorphisms
d'M: Ci(K(M))—>H(M)
each map Ci(KN(M))
into zero. For each M, the subcomplex KN(M) of K(M) may then be regarded as a subcomplex KN(M) of the augmented
K(M), for the group of
zero-dimensional
chains of Kn(M) is 0.
We now list some examples of normalizations.
Zero normalization.
A cell a of K(M) is called a zero-cell if all the entries
of a are 1. In particular, every cell with no entries is a zero-cell. The zero-cells
form a subcomplex Ko(M) isomorphic with the complex K(MB) where M0 is
the system consisting of the elements 1 alone. The complexes Ko(M) form a
normalization
K0 of K, called the zero normalization.
This is also valid for
any augmentation.
Full normalization. Consider the cells which have no entries or in which at
least one entry is 1. If these cells form a subcomplex of each K(M), then the
resulting normalization
of K is denoted by Kx. In the construction
A o the
full normalization
does yield a subcomplex. However, there are constructions
for which this is not the case.
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Void normalization. For formal reasons we also introduce for any construction K the void normalizations
in which KtiiM) is the empty subcomplex of
KiM). This normalization
remains valid under any augmentation.
Let K be an augmented
«^-construction
on ?)i(F) with a normalization
Kn- We shall say that K is ^-acyclic modulo Kn provided that

(8.1)

Hq(KiF, $), KNiF, <£>))
= 0,

q = 0, 1, • • • ,

where K^iF, $) = KiF, <b)i\KNiF) is the cell complex spanned by the cells
common to KiF, <ï>)and KNiF).
Theorem
8.2. // K is a ^-acyclic augmented construction on 5W(F), then
K is also ^-acyclic modulo the zero normalization.
Furthermore, the complexes
KoiM) have trivial homology groups, while the homology groups of KiM) are
isomorphic, in the natural fashion, with those of KiM) modulo KoiM).
Proof. We first show that the complexes

K0iF, «£) and KoiM) have trivial

homology groups. Let zGZqiK0iF, $)). Then zEZ,(Z(F,

*)). Hence z = dc,

where c£Cs+i(.fv(F,
$)). Let a'.F^F
he that endomorphism
which maps
all generators
into
1. Then
z = Kia)z = Kia)dc = dKia)c
and Kia)c
GCq+iiKoiF,
<!>)). This proves that KoiF, $) has trivial homology groups.
Since KoiF, <i>)and KoiM) are isomorphic,
the same follows for KoiM). The
natural homomorphism
HqiKiM))—>ira(i£(M),
KoiM)) is then an isomorphism onto by the exactness of the relative homology sequence. Condition
(8.1) also follows by exactness.
Let K and L be two «^-constructions,
with normalizations
Kjv and Ln,
defined on the same category 5W(F). A map f'-K/Kx-^L/Lu
is a set of
homomorphisms

fM:CqiKiM)) -» CqiLiM)),

M G M(F),

such that:

(8.2) fM[CqiKNiM))]CCqiLNiM)),

q = í, 2, ■ ■ • .

(8.3) dfM^fMd mod C3_iCMM)), q = 2,
(8.4) If a:Mi->M2, then fM2Kia)=Lia)fMl.
(8.5) The map/f carnes KiF, *) into LiF, <í>).
A homotopy D:f°~f oí two maps f°,f1:K/KN—>L/LN is a family of homomorphisms

(8.6)

DM:CqiKiM))->Cq+iiLiM)),

M GMiF),

such that:
(8.7) DM[CqiKNiM))}GCq+iiLNiM)).

(8.8) dDM+DMd=f-f

mod Ct(LN(M)).

(8.9) If a:Mi-^M2, then DM,Kia) =Lia)DMy
(8.10)The homotopy DF carnes KiF, <í>)into ¿(F, <ï>).
For maps /: K/Km^>L/Ln
tions, we further require that

of augmented

constructions

with normaliza-
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(8.11) d'uC^d'afMCfor each c<=Ci(K(M)).
Under this condition, fu may be extended to a map /m of K(M)/Kn(M)
into L(M)/Lm(M),
and any homotopy may be similarly augmented.
Given any finite set of integers A we shall denoted by tja the endo-

morphism ija'.F^F

such that VAgi= i, for i(ELA, and r¡Agi= gi otherwise.

A reduces to a single integer
= VáUb = VbVa..

n, we write "t]A= r\n. Clearly

If

t]atia = '>1a,and tjaVb

Lemma 8.3. Let L be an augmented ^-construction
with a normalization
Ln- Then L is ^-acyclic modulo L^ if and only if there is a sequence of homomorphisms

Rq:Cq(L(F, $)) -* Cq+l(L(F, *)),

q = 0, 1, • • ■ ,

such that:

(8.12)

Rq[Cq(LN(F, *))] C Cq+i(LN(F, $)),

(8.13)

dRqc + Rq-idc = c(mod Cq(LN(F, $))),

(8.14)

RMva) = L(VA)Rq,

all A.

Proof. Sufficiency is a direct consequence of (8.12) and (8.13). Conversely,
we begin by constructing
homomorphisms
{R°} satisfying conditions (8.12)
and (8.13) but not necessarily condition (8.14).
To define Rq we observe that, by Lemma 8.1, H(F, «i»)=H(F) is the free
group generated by g[=PF(gi), where the gi are the generators of F. Since

Ho(L(F, $), LN(F, *)) =0, the mapping d'F carries Ci(L(F, $)) onto H(F, <&)
= Co(L(F,

4»)), hence there

exists a homomorphism

i?0, of the free group

H(F, *) into Ci(L(Fi, $)) such that dFR%is the identity, as required in (8.13).
Suppose now that R° is already defined for all q<m, where m>0, and
let abe a «5-cell of dimension m. Then if o-(E.Lx(F, <!>),define R%,o-= 0, and

(8.12) and (8.13) hold. For a not in Ln consider
d(<r — i?m_icr) = da — âi?m_i<r = der — (3er — Rm-2dda)

Since Hm(L(F, «ï»),LN(F, <ï>))=0, there is an (m+i)

= 0.

chain R°m<rin L(F, *)

with dRl<r= ff-Rl_ido-. Then (8.12) and (8.13) hold. This concludes the
definition of {R¡} satisfying (8.12) and (8.13).
We now define the homomorphisms

i?" by induction

with respect

to n

as follows:

Rnq= iC1 - LMRT1 - R^LM

+ 2L(Vn)RT1L(Vn).

It is then easy to see that Rq still satisfy (8.12) and (8.13) and that

RnqL(r,i)= L(r,i)Rl

i á n.
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For each chain c there is by Lemma

6.3 an integer
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k with the corresponding

projection 9k,6kigi) = gi, i =1, • • • , k, dig¡) = l,j>k,s\ich
that both Lidk)c = c
and Lidk)R°qc= R°Qc.By induction on n, it follows that ZiOk)Rnqc= Rnqc. For
n>k, dkVn=9k and hence R"+1c = Rqc. Thus setting i?3 = lim («—><x>)Rqyields
the desired homomorphisms.

9. Main theorem

for normalization.

Theorem
9.1. Let K and L be two augmented ^-constructions on the same
category fM(F) with normalizations
KN and Ln, respectively. If L is ^-acyclic
modulo Ln, there exist mapsf: K/KN—*L/LN, and any two such maps are homotopic.
The mapping ]m in dimension 0 is chosen as the identity, and is then defined inductively
as follows. Let a be any g-cell of KiM), for q>0, and
o-= Kia)r its canonical representation.
Then set

fMo-= Lia)Rq^ifFdr,
where Rq-i is the homotopy for L given in Lemma 8.3. To verify (8.2) assume
that a = [xi, • • • , xn]t is in KnÍM). Let A be the set of indices at which a has
entries 1. Thenr=
[gi, • • • , g„]¡ and «17^=0:. Thus a = Kia)r = Kia)KinA)r,

and Kir¡A)r is in KnÍF, f>). Then
fM<y= Lia)Rq-ifFdT = Lia)Lir)A)Rq-ifFdT
= Lia)Rq-iLiVA)fFdT = Lia)Rq-ifFdKir)A)T.
Since KinA)r is in KNiF, <ï>)it follows that Rq-ifFdKirjA)T

is in LNiF, <£),

and/A/(T is in LNiM). The proof of (8.3), (8.4), (8.5), and (8.11) is purely
formal and is left to the reader.
The definition of the homotopy
D'.fc^f1
given by the following inductive formulas,

required

Dc = 0,

iq^l).

is the canonical

9.1 is

cGCoiKiM)),

DM<J= Lia)Rqif\r
where <x= Kia)r

for Theorem

- /ft

- DFdr),

representation

of the (¿-cell a of KiM)

The proof of (8.7)-(8.10) is left to the reader.

Theorem
9.2. Any two augmented ^-constructions
K and L on the same
category 2)f(F) which are ^-acyclic modulo normalization
Kn and Ln, respectively, are chain equivalent, modulo Kn and Ln.
The proof is immediate. In particular, since LN could be the void normalization, it follows that if the agumented
«^-construction
K is i>-acyclic,
modulo a normalization
Kn, then K/Kn does yield the ^-acyclic homology

theory of 2tf(F).
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Theorem 9.3. A ^-construction K with a normalization Kn can be augmented
to a ^-construction
K generically acyclic modulo Kn if, and only if,

(9.1) Hi(K(F, $), KN(F, $)) is operator isomorphic to H(F, <i>),for all
operators cxE«!»,

(9.2) Hq(K(F, 4»), KN(F, *))=0,
The proof is analogous

morphism \:Ci(K(F,

to that

$))^H(F,

g = 2,
of Theorem

6.4. The operator

homo-

$) given by (9.1) now has kernel Bi(K(F,$))

\JCi(Kn(F,
<!>)).The only new observation needed is the proof that d'M maps
Ci(Kn(M))
into zero, which is a consequence
of the fact that X maps
Ci(Kn(F, «I»)) to zero and the definition of a normalization
by means of

"positions" of l's.
The construction

A0 for associative systems as given in §7 admits both
the zero normalization
A°0 and the full normalization
A\. The operator E
constructed
in §7 carries A\ into A\, thus showing that A° is both freely
and generically acyclic modulo A°. Thus the homology theory of any system
MEífría may be obtained
by using any one of the complexes ^4°(M),
^4°(M)A4o(M), or A°(M)/A\(M).
The same remark applies to the category
Ma of groups, for free, generic, and pseudo-generic
acyclicity.
Remark.
To follow up the remark at the end of §6 as to alternative
choices of the augmentation,
it should be noted that the results of these two
sections on normalizations
are valid for agumentation
by any functor T as
described in the remark, provided that T(F, <£) is a free abelian group.

10. Constructions
ing construction

on the categories

K on the category

M¡ and Mc. We consider the follow-

Mi = M(Fi)

of all multiplicative

systems:

1-cells: [x].
2-cells: [x, y] with d[x, y]= [y]— [ry]+[x].
We augment this construction
by setting djf [at] =PmX, where pm'M-^H(M)
is the natural map of §3. The construction
K thus obtained clearly is an augmented generic construction.
In K we consider the normalization
subcomplex
Ki given by the cells [l], [l, y], and [x, l]; Ki is thus the full normalization.
We shall show that K mod Ki is both freely and generically acyclic.
The universal free system F¡ with generators
gi, g2, • • • , gk, • • • , has
H(fFi)=H(Fi,
*)_ which is the free abelian group with free generators gk

=PFT(gk). We define an operator

Eg' = [g],

E: Cq(K(Fi))^>Cq+i(K(Fi))

E[l]

= 0,

E[xy] = E[x] + E[y] -

E[g] = 0,

[x, y],

E[x, y] = 0,
and observe that E maps Ki(Fi)

into Ki(Fi).

The relation

dEc + Edc = c (mod K^F,))

as follows:

g a generator,

for x ^ 1, y ^ 1,
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may readily be verified for each chain c. In particular, if dc = 0, then c=dEc.
This proves that K mod Ki is freely acyclic. Observe further that if c is
generic, then Ec also is generic, thus K mod Ki also is generically acyclic.
The construction
K on "Mi is not acyclic (freely or generically) without

the normalization

K\. Indeed Z= [x, l]— [l, l] and Z' = [l, x]— [l, l] are

nonbounding
2-cycles. This necessitates 3-cells [x]3 and [x]3' with d[x]3 = Z,
d[x]3' =Z'. Then [l]3 and [l]3 are nonbounding
cycles causing the introduction of 4-cells [ ]4 and [ ]'i with zero entries and with [l]3and
[l ]/, respectively, as boundaries.
The resulting modified construction
K' is generically
and freely acyclic without any normalization.
This shows that the use of
normalizations
cuts down the number of types of cells necessary in the
various constructions.
The augmented construction
K described above may also be applied to
any category 5ii(F) where F is Fa, FGa, or one of the free systems Fr with
R a generic relation. By Lemma 8.1, HiF) is then a free abelian group, and
the definition for E will still apply (writing F[g_1]=0
in the free group
cases). The relation dEc-\-Edc = c remains valid for chains c of dimensions
0 or 1. Thus K, regarded as a construction
on 5W(F), and with or without the
full normalization,
is generically and freely acyclic in dimensions 0 and 1.
The argument of the existence theorem will then enlarge K to a construction
freely or generically acyclic on ffrt(F), by the adjunction of cells of dimension
at least 3. Thus K may serve as the starting point for many constructions.
The homology group H\iM) computed using the construction
K is the
group HiM) of §3. The cohomology group HliM; G) for any coefficient group
G is the group of all homomorphisms/:
M—>G. This is valid for any MG^iF).
The cohomology group H2iM; G) for MG^i
calculated using the construction K is the group of all functions f:MXM-^>G
satisfying/(x,
1)=0,
f(L y) =0, reduced modulo functions of the form

fix, y) = hiy) - hixy) + A(x),
for some h with &(1) =0. For any MG^r
the cohomology group H2iM; G)
calculated using a generically or freely acyclic construction
on JKÍr will be
isomorphic to a subgroup of the group H2iM; G) described above.
Now we pass to the study of the category 'Mc of commutative systems. We
consider the following generic construction
K:

1-cells: [x].
2-cells: [x, y] with d[x, y]= [y]— [xy]+[x].
«-cells

(n>2):

[x, y]n with

d[x,

y]n=

[x, y]n-i+(

— l)n[y,

x]„_i.

In the last formula [x, y]2 is to be interpreted
as [x, y]. The proof that
dd [x, y]3 = 0 requires the use of the commutative
law. For other cells the
proof that dd =0 is purely formal. As in the earlier construction
we augment
K by setting d'M[x]=pnfix).
In the augmented
construction
K we consider

the full normalization

K%.
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from K by

«-cells (n>3): [x]„ with3[je], = [x, x]n_i-(l
+ (-l)n-1)[x]B_1.
The construction
L is augmented
just as K was, and Li denotes the full
normalization
of L.
Let Fc be the free commutative
system with generators
g\, g2, • • • ,
gk, - ■ ■ , as defined in §2. We order the elements of Fc so that 1 <x for all
x¿¿1. It follows then from the construction
of Fc that every element x of Fc
which is not 1 or a generator can be written uniquely as a product x = yz
with y^z, y^l,
z^l.
If x is generic, then y and z must be generic and disjoint and thus y<z.

By Lemma 8.1, H(FC) =H(FC,
generators

Now

*) is the free abelian

gi = PFC(gk).

we define

_

the

operator

group with free

_

E:Cq(L(Fc))—*Cq+i(L(Fc)),

as follows:

Ec = 0, for c(E.Li(Fc), and otherwise
Eg' = [g],

E[xy]

E[g] = 0,

= E[x] + E[y] -

for g a generator,

[x, y],

í[x,y]z,

îoxy<x,

E[x, y\ = <
(0,

otherwise,

r
E[x,

i
y]n =

E[x,

x]n = [x]„+i,

E[x]n

for x á y,

(ix< y]n+i,
<n

\0,

x < y, n odd, or y < x, n even,

y < x, n odd, or x < y, n even,

= 0.

A direct computation

shows that

âEc + Edc = C (mod Li(Fc)),
which proves that L mod Li is freely acyclic. We notice further that the same
operator E maps the generic subcomplex K(Fc, *) of the construction
K into
itself and therefore proves that the construction
K mod Ki is generically

acyclic.
These constructions yield easily a computation of the cohomology groups
Hq(M, G) over any coefficient group G, both in the generic and in the free
theory. We tabulate the results.
In the generic theory:

Hl(M, G) is the group of all homomorphisms/:M—*G.
H2(M, G) is the group of all functions/:MXM^-G
satisfying

/(*, 1) - 0,
reduced modulo functions

/(l, y) = 0,
of the form

/(*, y) = f(y, x)
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fix, y) = hiy) - hixy) + *(*),
where h is a function on M to G with Ä(l) =0.
HniM; G) (w>2, n odd) is isomorphic with the group of all functions
t'.M—^G such that ¿(1) =0 and 2/(x) =0 for all xGM. The correspondence
is
obtained by assigning, to each cocycle fGZniKiM),
KiiM); G), its trace
*(*)=/([*.
*]»).
HniM; G) (w>2, n even) is isomorphic with the group of all functions
f.M-+G/2G
such that /(1)=0.
The correspondence
is obtained by assigning
to each cocycle /GZniK{M),
K^M);
G) its trace /(*)=/([x,
x]n) mod 2G.
In the free theory the groups HliM; G) and H2iM; G) are the same as in
the generic theory, while the groups HniM; G) for n>2 are trivial.

11. Additivity theorems

for associative

and commutative

systems.

Theorem
11.1. The generically acyclic iand the freely acyclic) homology
theory for the category "Mac (or Jïi a a) give integral homology groups which satisfy
the direct sum theorem :

(11.1)

HqiM + M') = HqiM) + HqiM'),

with the analogous results for cohomology groups.
For convenience, we write the composition in systems MG^ac
as addition, and the unit element as 0. The direct sum M+M',
defined in the usual
fashion as the set of pairs (x, x') with xGM, x'GM' and termwise addition,
has projections

(11.2)

p:M + M'->M,

P':M + M'-^M',

\:M->M

\':M'-*M

and injections

(11.3)

+ M',

+ M',

defined by p(x, x') =x, p(x, x') =x', Xx= (x, 0), XV = (0, x'), which yield the
direct sum diagram

(11.4)

M V±M + M'±* M'.

If p* and pi are the homomorphisms
induced by the projections (11.2) on
the homology groups, then the isomorphism (11.1) to be established is to be
given by the correspondence

(11.5)

A-»(p*A, P*'*).

hGHtiM+

M').

The presence of both associative and commutative
laws allows the construction of the sum a-\-a' of two homomorphisms
a, a':M—*N as the
homomorphism
with (a+a')(x)
=a(x)+a'(x).
The direct sum diagram (11.4)
has the properties
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(11.6)
(11.7)

Xp+ XV = I:M + M'->M + M',
pX = 7,
p'X' = I,
pX'= 0,
p'X = 0,
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where I and 0 denote the appropriate
identity and zero homomorphisms;
these properties characterize
the diagram (11.6) up to isomorphism.
We construct the corresponding
diagram

(11.8)

77g(M)<=*Hq(M + M') fc? Eq(M')

with the induced homomorphisms
X*, p*, and so forth, on the homology
groups; the result (11.1), under the explicit isomorphism (11.5), will follow
if we can show the analogues of (11.6) and (11.7) for this diagram. The proof
will depend on the method used in the uniqueness and normalization
theorems above.
By Theorem 6.2 we may choose an augmented construction
K on the
category Mac which is generically (freely) acyclic; the homology group
Hq(M) is then represented as Hq(K(M)) and the map a* induced by any a
as the map induced by K(a). In particular,
an identity map I induces an
identity map 7* on the homology groups. Since, by Theorem 8.2, we may
employ the zero normalization
K0, it follows that any zero homomorphism
of
Mi into M2 induces the zero homomorphism
of 77,(Mi) into Hq(M2). These
observations yield at once the analogue of (11.7)

(11.7')

P*X* = 7,

PfcX*= 7,

p-fX*= 0,

PfcX*= 0.

The analogue of (11.6) will also follow if we can establish

(11.9)

E:K(\P) + K(\'p')~I:K(M

a homotopy

+ M') -> K(M + M').

To this end, consider the direct sum F+F' of two free associative and commutative systems F and F' with generators g,-, gl, respectively,
and write
Xo, Po, Xo', pi for the mappings involved in this direct sum diagram. This
direct sum may also be considered as a single free system with gi, gl, g2, g2, • • •
as its list of generators,
hence the augmented
complex K(F+F',
<!>) is
acyclic. If M-\-M' and Mi + M/ are any two direct sums, we consider the
"special" homomorphisms
ß:M+M'—»Mi+Mi
induced by a pair of homo-

morphisms M—>Mi, M'-^Ml ; for any such ß we have /3Xp=Xipip\ j3X'p'
=Xi'pi/3.

K(F+F',

As typical

cells we now take

*); any cell tr = [xi+*i,

the cells r=

[gi+Ai,

• • • , gr+Ar]< of

• • • , xr+xr' ], of K(M+M')

then has a

canonical representation
cr = 7L(a)r, with t typical and a the special homomorphism a : F+ F'—>M-\- M' with agi = xit ag' =x'
for t = l, • • • ,r and

agj = ahj = 0, for j>r.
The homotopy E = Em,m> is now constructed
so as to satisfy the additional conditions

(11.10)

K(ß)EMM. = EM^Kiß)

by induction

on dimension
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(11.11)
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and

EF,F.CqiKiF + F', •)) C Cg+i(X(F + F', #)).

As in previous proofs, E is first defined for typical cells, and then "carried
around" by the canonical representation.
Before starting the induction, we observe that the group H{F-\-Ff) used
in augmenting
K is the free abelian group with free generators
pgi, pg',

i= 1, 2, • • • , and that the endomorphism HÇhoPa)-\-HÇKO
Pa) of HiF+F')
the identity.
For a typical

cell r of dimension

is

1 the chain

Ci = t — ÜT(XoPo)r— Ä"(XoPo)r

has boundary
d Ci = d t — H(Xopo)ôV — Hi\'opo)d r = 0;
hence Ci is a 1-cycle in üT(F-f-F', $), and therefore is the boundary of a 2chain c2 of KiF-j-F', <$). We set Eci = c2, and carry this definition around. In
order to prove the essential property (11.11) for 2=1, we must observe that
if <r= [<3i+£>i, • • • , ar-\-br\t

is a cell of KiF+F',

i>), then

the mapping

a in

its canonical representation
a = Kia)r lies in <£. If 4>= 4>°(free acyclicity), this
is immediate.
If <ï>= «ï>*(generic acyclicity),
then the elements au b%,• • • ,
ar, br are indeed disjoint generic elements of F-\-F', with the generators
gu g'i, ' ' ' i and again a£<!>*. (These arguments appear to break down if $
is an arbitrary admissible set.)
The inductive construction
of E is continued exactly as in the previous
cases. To obtain the analogous result for cohomology, one need change only

the notation in (11.5), (11.8), and (11.7').
A more general related

result is the following:

Theorem
11.2. In the generically ior freely) acyclic homology theory for
"Mac or "Moa the homomorphisms induced on homology groups by the sum of
two homomorphisms a, a' : M^>N satisfy
(a + a%

= a* + a*:Z«5(M) -+ H9iN).

This result includes the fact that 0* =0, for any zero homomorphism,
and
Theorem 11.1 can be proved formally from Theorem 11.2, using the direct
sum diagrams.
Proof. We require a homotopy

D'.Kia) + Kia') ~ Kia + a'):KiM)

-+ tfiJV).

We use the diagram
u

a X a'

M-*M + M->N+

v

#-> N,
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where p(x) = (x, x), (aXoc')(x,

y) = (ax, a'y) and v(zi, z2) =zi+z2.
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Then

a-\-a' =v(aX.ot')p,

and D may be constructed

from the E of (11.9) as

D = K(v)K(a X a')EK(p).
The requisite properties follow easily.
12. The cubical construction. An explicit generically acyclic construction
Q for the category Mac will now be defined. For convenience, the composition for systems M in MAc will again be written as addition. In each dimension, the construction
Q(M) will have just one type of cell. In dimension 1,
the cells are the cells [x], for x£M, and in dimension 2 the cells are all pairs
[x, y] of elements in M, with boundary

(12.1)

d[x,y]=

In dimension
formula

+ y].

3, the cells are square arrays of elements

d\

(12.2)

[x]+[y]-[x

\_r sj

\=

-

[x, y] -

of M, with boundary

[r, s] + [x + r, y + s]

+ ix> r] + [y> s] -

[x+

y,r + s].

The condition dd = 0 is readily checked, using both the associative and commutative laws in M. In general, a (ç7+l)-cell of Q(M) will be represented by
an array of 2' elements of M at the 2q vertices of a g-dimensional
hypercube
C. The boundary consists of 3q cells, with suitable signs: the 2q cells obtained
from the 2q faces of C, together with the q cells formed by adding labels on
corresponding vertices of opposite faces.
To state this formally, denote a vertex of the hypercube C by a symbol
(ei, • • • , €q) in which each e< is 0 or 1. Then a cell a of dimension cj+1 in
Q(M) is defined to be a function <r with all symbols (ei, ■ • ■ , eq) as arguments and with values in M. The faces of C are the g-cells Riff and 5¿cr de-

fined by
(12.3)

(Ria)(eu • • • , ea_i) = («i, • • • , e¿_i, 0, et-, • ■ • , e,_i),

(12.4)

(5<cr)(«i,• • • , e8_i) = (ei, • • • , u~t> 1, «>>• - • . «î-O»

for t'=l,

• • • , q, and the cells formed by adding

(12.5)

(PiO-)(ei, ■■■ , «,_!) = (Ria)(ei, ■ ■■ , e^i) + (S<*)(«i, • • • , eq-i).

The boundary

(12.6)

of the (ç7+l)-cell

da = ¿

labels (in M) are

er is then defined to be the cj-chain

(-l)i+q(Rio-

- Sur - Pur).
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Here (but not in (12.5)) the addition is that of g-chains in CqiQiM)). This
construction
Q has already been introduced,
in connection
with a topological problem, in [3, I]; the boundary formula used here differs from that

in [3] by the sign (-1)«.
The proof that dd<r= 0 follows formally from the rule
ViWjo- = Wj-iVicr,

i < j,

where the letters V and W each stand for any one of the letters P, R, or S.
The proof of this rule is straightforward,
and the case PiP¡ uses both the
associative and commutative
laws in M.
The construction
Q is employed with one of two appropriate
normalizations. We define certain cells, called "slabs," by specifying the positions of
zero entries, as follows. Aiq-\-l)-cell
a is an i-front slab (¿=1, ■ ■ ■ , q) if
e¿ = l implies
<r(ei, • • • , e3)=0,
and an i-back slab if e, = 0 implies
<r(ei, • • • , e3) =0. In dimension 1 the zero cell [O] is also counted as a slab.
The slabs of QiM) span a subcomplex QsiM). Indeed, if a is an ¿-slab, and V
is one of the operators R, S, or P, then V¡a is an (¿ — l)-slab if j <i and an
¿-slab ii j>i, while for an ¿-front slab, Ria = P,a and Sior is the cell with all
entries zero, and for an ¿-back slab Síg = PíO- and Rut is the zero cell. Thus
the boundary of an ¿-slab consists of (¿—1)-slabs and ¿-slabs. The slab subcomplex QsiM) contains
the zero-normalization
complex Qo(M). In low
dimension, the slabs are cells of one of the forms

* «•*
**n n n n
The second normalization
complex QnÍM) is to consist of all slabs and
all diagonals. The diagonals are determined by positions of zeros as follows:
a (g+l)-cell
<r is an i-diagonal
(¿=1, • • • , q— 1) if ut^u+i
implies

<r(«i, • • • , e3) =0. The simplest diagonal cell is the 3-cell
Tx 0"1

L0J"
The diagonal cells span a subcomplex, for if <r is an ¿-diagonal, and V is one
of R, S, or P, then V,-a is an (¿—1)-diagonal
if j<i,
and an ¿-diagonal if
j>i+l,
while ViG= Ft+i<r. Hence da consists of (¿—1)- and ¿-diagonals.
The construction
Q may be augmented by setting
d'[m]=pMim),
just as in §10. Each of the two normalizations
Qs, Qn is valid under this augmentation, since the only 1-cell in Qs or Qn is the cell [o].

Theorem

12.1. The homology groups of the constructions

Q/Qn and Q/Qs
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each satisfy the direct sum theorem

Hq(M + M') SÉ77a(M)+ 77a(M'),

g = 1, 2, • • • .

Proof. Since the zero normalization is present, an argument with the direct
sum diagrams (11.4), like that leading to (11.7'), reduces the proposition to
the construction of a "splitting homotopy"

E:Q(\P) + Q(\'p') m I\Q(M + M')-^Q(M + M')
which maps the normalization
mensions we must have

complex

into itself. For example,

dE[x + x'] = [x] + [x'] -

[x+

in low di-

x'],

dE[x + x', y + y'] + Ed[x + x', y + y']
= [x, y] + [x', y'] -

[x + x', y + y'],

where x, y£M, x', y'ÇzM', and x+x' = (x, x') in M+M'.
The very nature of the construction
Q provides such a homotopy
once. In low dimensions one may set
E[x+x']

= [x, x'\,

E[x+x',y+y']

= [X *J.

In other words, Ea plasters the M and M' contributions
faces of a hypercube of one dimension higher. Explicitly,

(ç+l)-cell

er of Q(M+M')

at

to a on opposite
we define Ea for a

as

(Ea)(eu

■ ■ ■ , eq, 0) = Xp(<t(íi, • • • , eä)),

(£*)(«!,

• • •>*,

1) -

The proof that E gives the homotopy

X'p'(<7(6l, • • • , 6,)).

follows formally from the readily estab-

lished rules

RiEo = ERiO-,
SiEo = ESio-,
PiEo = EPur,
Rq+iEo-= Q(kp)o-, Sq+iEa = Q(X'p')<r, Pq+iEo- m a.
Furthermore

E respects

(both)

normalizations,

mapping

i - 1, • • • , f,
Qn(M-\-M')

into

QN(M+M') and QS(M+M') into QS(M+M').
The splitting

homotopy

may also be used to establish

generic

acyclity.

Theorem
12.2. The constructions Q/Qn and Q/Qs are generically acyclic
for the category of associative and commutative systems, and are both generically
and pseudo-generically acyclic for the category of abelian groups.
The second result shows that the pseudo-generic homology theory for
abelian groups is identical with the generic homology theory; in other words
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the generic homology groups for an abelian group could be determined by a
suitable construction
in which inverses (but no repetitions)
of letters are allowed in the boundary formulas.
The proof will be given in the case of Q/Qs, for the category 'Mac; the other
proofs are similar. Let F=Fac
be the free system, and z a generic (2+1)dimensional cycle in the augmented
complex QiF, <£*) modulo QsiF, <3?*).
Let gn be the last generator of F which actually occurs in any one of the
cells of the cycle z. We show by induction on n that 2 is a boundary
in

QiF, <í>*)/QnÍF, $*). The proof for w = 0 or n=l,

q= -1, is trivial. If w= l

and 2 = 0, z is a multiple of [gi], hence is not a cycle unless it is identically
zero. If « = 1 and 2>0, each cell occurring in z has at most one nonzero
entry, and hence is necessarily a slab. If n> 1, let M denote the free associative and commutative
system on the generators gi, • • • , g*-i, and M' the
free system on the remaining generators.
Then F= M-r-M' and QiF, #*)

CQiM+M').

The splitting homotopy E applied to the cycle z yields.

z = <2(Xp)z
+ Q(X'p')z - dEz (mod QsiM + M')).
The construction
of E shows that Ez is still a generic chain. Furthermore
Q(Kp)z and Q(K'p')z are generic cycles involving at most m—1 and 1 generators respectively, hence they are boundaries by the induction assumption.
The proof is complete.
The use of a normalization
is essential to this proof (for example, in the
treatment
of the case w = l above). Indeed, the construction
Q with no
normalization
is not generically acyclic on the category Mac, because [gi, O]
— [O, O] is a generic 2-cycle, but is not the boundary of a generic chain (because the boundary of any 3-cell a in which gi is the only nonzero entry is
the zero cell). This example might suggest the use of a different "single entry"
normalization,
containing all cells with at most one nonzero entry. However,
for this normalization,
the cell

Lg2 0j
is a generic 3-cycle, but not a boundary.
13. Successive elimination of generators. Generic acyclicity may often be
established by successively eliminating the generators in a proposed generic
cycle. Formally, it suffices to eliminate the first generator; this process may
be described, for a free system F with generators gi, g2, • • • , in terms of the
generic endomorphism
t>:F—>F with

(13.1)

*Cft)-l,

Kf<)-«*

»>L

Theorem 13.1. Let K be an augmented construction on the category MiF),
I the identity map of the generic subcomplex KiF, <i>*),and Kii>) the map in-
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duced by (13.1). If there is a homotopy

S:K(v) é¿ I:K(F, **) -»Z(F, <&*),
which carries every cell with all entries 1 into the zero chain, then K is generically
acyclic modulo the zero normalization.
Proof. Consider

the generic endomorphisms

(13.2)

X(gi) = 1,

(13.3)

p(gi) = gi+i,

(13.4)

»„(g,-) = 1, i ú n,

X, p, v„:F—*F with

X(g1+1)= g,-,

i = 1, 2, • • • ,

i = 1, 2, • • • ,
vn(gi) = g,-,

» > n.

Here v<>
= 7, j'i = i', and pv„\ = vn+i. We are given S with

(13.5)

âS + Sd = I -K(v);

define Si = S and Sn+i = :K(pB)SZ(XB).Then

<3S„+i
+ Sn+id= Z(p"X»)- ZO"»X")

= ÏW - Ifr,f!).
We set r = 5i+52+

• • • . Any cell <r of K(F, «I»*)involves at most a finite

number of generators
gi, • • • , gn. Hence KÇKn)a is the cell with all entries
1, SK(\n)a is zero, and the formally infinite sum Ta is actually finite. Furthermore K(vn)a = aa is the cell of the same type as <r, with all entries 1. There-

fore,
c?7V + 7dcr = cr — Co,

or

dT+
This homotopy

asserts

Td = I (mod Ko(F, $*)).

that

K(F, <!>*)is acyclic modulo the zero normaliza-

tion Ko(F, **).
We illustrate this result by proving the generic acyclicity in dimensions
1, 2, and 3 of the construction
A described in the introduction
for the category Mac or Mga- This construction
is augmented by defining

d':Ci(A(M))^H(M)
as d'[x]=pM(x);
or F=Foa

i=\,

is just

by Lemma
the

8.1 the group H(F)=H(F,

free abelian

group

on the

$*) for F=FAc

generators

g/=Pí,(g<),

2, • ■ •.

To define S, it is convenient to denote the first generator gi by h and to
denote generic elements of F not involving h by x, y, • • • . Then any generic
element of F has one of the forms x or x-\-h (additive notation), and h appears at most once in each generic cell. For an element u = mgl +v of 77(F),
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where v does not involve the generator g{, we set Su = m[h\. Then d'Su
= mg{ =u —Kiy)u, as desired. Any generic cell of dimension 1 has one of the
forms [x] or [x+A]; we set

S[x + h] = — [x, h],
S[x] = 0,
and verify (13.5). Similarly,

S[x,y]

= 0,

in dimensions

S[x,y+

2 and 3 we set

h] = [x, y, h],

S[x+ h, y] = - [x, h, y] + [x, y, h] + [h\ y\;
S[x, y, z] = 0,
S[x, y, z + A] = - [x, y, z, h],
S[x, y + h, z] = [x, y, h, z] -

[x, y, z, h],

S[x + h, y, z] = [x, h, y, z] - [x, y, h, z] + [x, y, z, h] + [h\ y, z\,

S[x\y+
S[x+

h]=
h\y]=

- [x\y,h]- [x, h\y),

[x\\h],
S[x\y]

= 0.

The condition (13.5) is again readily verified in each case. Hence A is generically acyclic, modulo the zero normalization
Aa, in dimensions 0, 1, 2,
and 3. One may also show that ^4o(F, <3?*)is acyclic, hence that A is generically acyclic, without any normalization.
The same proof can be carried out for all dimensions of the construction
A, using the general description of this construction,
as given in [3, II].
Given the cells of A through dimension q, this method of successive elimination can be used to find the cells to be added in dimension 2+1 to the cells
already present in Aa, and thus provides a refinement of the existence proof
for generically acyclic constructions.
The method of successive eliminations can also be used to prove that the
cubical constructions
Q/Qn and Q/Qs are generically cyclic for the category
Mac- Furthermore,
the generic acyclicity of Q/Qn and A/Ao as proved above
shows that in dimensions 1, 2, and 3, these two constructions
yield the same
homology and cohomology groups for any associative and commutative
sys-

tem M.
We do not have an explicit freely acyclic construction
for the categories
Mac and Moa, although the existence theorem demonstrates
that there must
be such constructions.
However, we can prove that the homology theory obtained by a freely acyclic construction is different from the generically acyclic
homology theory (and hence that the constructions
Q/Qn, Q/Qs, and A are
not freely acyclic in Mac)- For let F= Fac, choose any generator g of F, and
construct a bilinear function b on FXF to a suitable coefficient group G in
such fashion that big, g)?^0. Using this bilinear function we can define a 3dimensional cochain/of
C3(^4(F), G) as
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=b(x,y),

=0.

Then 5/=0, and / is a cocycle. However /([g|g])5*^0,
hence the 3-chain
[g|g] of A(F) is not a boundary. However d[g|g]=0.
Hence [g|g] is a nontrivial three-dimensional
cycle of the complex ^4(F), and H3(A(F))9é-0. Thus
the construction A cannot give the freely acyclic homology groups, for which
H3(F)=0.
For an abelian group M, and any coefficient group G, there are two generically acyclic cohomology theories, obtained by regarding Mas an element
of Ma or as an element of MAc- In the first case, II2(M, G) is the well known
group of central group extensions of G by M [cf. l]. In the second case,
inspection of the construction
A shows that II2(M, G) is the group of abelian
group extensions of G by M.
14. Classification of generic relations. We return to the concepts and
notations of §2. As in §8 we call an identity (wu w2) generic if Wi and w2 are
generic elements of F¿- which involve the same letters gi. A relation R is called
generic if it consists of generic identities only.

Theorem

14.1. Any generic relation R has the same closure as one and only

one of the relations I, A, C, or AC.
Proof. If R consists only of the trivial identities
(w, w), then clearly
R = 7. Let (wi, w2) be a nontrivial generic identity in R. We shall say that
(wi, w2) is order preserving if the generators in Wi occur in the same order as
in w2. Otherwise (wi, w2) is said to be order reversing.
We first show that if R contains a nontrivial
order preserving generic
identity, then AQR. Indeed let (wi, w2) be a nontrivial order preserving generic identity in R involving the least possible number of generators.
Let
Wi = «i»i, w2 = u2v2. If «i and u2 involve the same generators,
then choosing
a:F—>F so thata«i
= M, a«2 = M2, avi = t, az;2=l, we arrive at («i, u2)ÇïR, so
that ui = u2. Similarly Vi= v2, and therefore (wit w2) is trivial. Thus we may
assume that there exist three generators, say gi, g2, g3, appearing in Wi and in
w2 in that order, which are such that gi and g2 are in ui, g3 is in vi, while gi is
in u2 and g2 and g3 are in v2. Choosing a : F—»F so that gi, g2, g3 are mapped into
themselves while all other generators are mapped into 1, we find that
awi = (gig2)g3 and aw2=gi(g2g3). Thus AQRAn even easier argument shows that if R contains an order reversing

generic identity,

then C(ZR-

Suppose now that R contains nontrivial generic identities and that they
are all order preserving. Since every order preserving generic identity is in

A, it follows from A C.R that R = A.
Suppose now that R contains

nontrivial

generic identities,

but that they
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are all order reversing. We shall show that RGC, thus proving R = C. Suppose instead that RGC fails, and let (wi, w2) be a generic identity in R but
not in C, involving the least possible number of generators.
Let Wi = UiVi,
w2 = u2v2. If Ui and u2 involve the same generators, then, as before, («i, u2)

and (»i, v2) are in R. Thus («i, u2) and (»i, i>2)GC imply (wi, w2)£C. If «i
and v2 involve the same generators,
then again by suitable maps a:F—*F,
we show that («i, v2) and (»i, w2) are in i?. Thus («i, î>2)GC and (i»i, k¡)GC.
Consequently («iï/i, i)¡«¡)£C. Since (z»2w2,
m2zj2)GC,it follows that (wi, w2)GC.
Hence we may assume that Ui involves two generators gi and g2, of which gi
occurs in u2 while g2 occurs in v2. Let g3 be any generator
occurring in z>i.
Choose a'.F^F,
so that gi, g2, g3 are mapped into themselves while all other
generators are mapped into 1. Then awi will be either (gig2)g3 or (g2gi)g3,
while aw2 will be either (g3gi)g2 or (gig3)g2, or gi(g3g2) or gi(g2g3) depending
upon the position of g3 in w2. In either case, using the fact that CQR, we find
that the associative law is in R, contrary to the assumption that all generic
relations in R are order reversing.
There remains the case when R contains nontrivial identities of both the
order preserving and the order reversing type. Then AGR and CGR, so
that ACGR- However ^4C contains all generic identities. Therefore

R = lC.
15. Systems without a unit. The previous considerations
assumed that
all systems MGMiF)
had a unit element. It is possible to build a similar
theory without this assumption.
We shall give here a brief outline of the
modifications which have to be made and of the peculiarities
which arise.
Let Fi be the universal free system (with unit) generated by gi, g2, • • ■ ,
gk, • • ■and denote by Gi the system Fi with the unit element removed. For
any relation R we obtain by factorization
of Gi, as in the proof of Theorem
2.1, a free system Gr and a corresponding
category
>{b consisting of all
systems satisfying the identities of R. Note that A[k contains Mr as a subcategory, but that Gr need not be a subsystem of Fr. Since every element of
Gr is an actual product of generators, we may consider the subsystem
G%
generated by gi, • • • , gn.
In place of the admissible class «i»of endomorphisms
4>'.Fr-+Fr, we shall
consider here a class ^ of homomorphisms
a:G#—>Gß for any n, m. We shall
limit ourselves to two such classes Sf', namely the class M'0 of all such homomorphisms and the class ^f* of generic homomorphisms.
Thus in effect we
limit ourselves to the theories of free and generic acyclicity only and to the
categories T^r defined by sets of relations.
The definition of a construction
and of an augmented construction
on J^r
remains unchanged. The typical cell r= [gi, • • • , gr]<of type t will be defined
as a cell of KiGrR, 1ïr), and in the canonical representation
a = Kia)r of a cell

aGKiN)

of type / we shall have a'-Cgr+N.
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The first significant difference occurs in the definition of 1ïr-acyclicity in
§6. Instead of considering the complex K(Fr) we consider the sequence of
complexes K(Gr) (w = 1, 2, • • • ) and formulate the analogues of (6.1) for
each complex of this sequence. The proof of the analogues of the results of
§6 carry over with minor changes only.
The considerations
concerning normalizations
(§§8-9) do not apply since
units are not universally present. The classification theorem of §14 is false;
the set R consisting of the identity gi(g2gä) = (g2gi)g3 does not have the same
closure as any of the sets I, A, C, or AC (in the case with units this set R
has the same closure as AC).
We shall now discuss the question of ^-acyclic constructions
on the categories J\[r, where R is one of 7, A, C, or AC. In these cases it is easy to see
that Gr is obtained from Fr by removing the unit element.
An augmented «^-construction K on the category Mr (R = I, A, C, or AC)

will be called regular, if:
(15.1) The full normalization

Ki or if is a normalization

(that is, Ki(M)

is a subcomplex of K(M)).
(15.2) K is «^-acyclic mod Ki.
(15.3) The complex

K(Fr,

Ki(FR, ^)=Ki(FB)r\K(FR,

«$) is the disjoint

union

of its subcomplex

*) and a complex K'(FR, $).

This last property means that the boundary of any «Ê-cell which has no
entries 1 is a chain involving only such cells. Thus the boundary of a typical
cell yields a boundary formula which can be used to extend the construction
to the category J{r. It can be proved that the resulting construction
is "if-

acyclic.
In the case R = 1 the construction
K of §10 is regular and thus yields a
generically and freely acyclic construction
on Hj. A system M with a unit
may be regarded either as an element of 7Jj or of Mi. In the first case the
groups of M are those of the complex K(M) while in the second they are

those of the complex K(M)/Ki(M).
The same applies to the case R = C if we use the constructions

K and L

as described in §10.
In the case R=A, the construction A0 of §7 is regular and therefore yields
a generically and freely acyclic construction
for J\¿. If MÇzMa, then the
groups of M are the same whether M is regarded as an element of Ma or of

Ha. This is due to the fact that the groups of A°(M) and A°(M)/A°i(M) are
naturally
isomorphic.
The cubical construction

Q on MAc as described in §12 is not regular since
it does not admit the full normalization.
The construction
A, however, the
beginning of which appears in the introduction
and in §13, is regular and
thus yields an example of a generically acyclic construction
on the category
Hac- A full exposition of the construction
A for commutative
and associative
systems will appear elsewhere.
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